We report systematic magneto-transport measurements and ab initio calculations on single-crystalline TaP 2 , a new member of the transition-metal dipnictides. We observed unsaturated magnetoresistance (MR) reaching ~ 700% at a magnetic field (B) of 9 T at 2 K along with striking Shubnikov-de Hass (SdH) oscillations. Our analysis on the SdH oscillations reveals nonzero Berry phase, indicating nontrivial band topology. The analysis also uncovers three fundamental magnetic oscillation frequencies of 72 T, 237 T, and 356 T, consistent with the theoretical calculations which reveal one hole pocket and two electron pockets at the L point and one electron pocket at the Z point of the Brillouin zone. We also found negative longitudinal MR (n-MR) within a narrow window of the angles between B and the electric current (I). The n-MR could be fitted with the Adler-Bell-Jackiw chiral anomaly equation but the origin remains yet ambiguous. The ab inito calculations suggest TaP 2 as a weak 2 topological insulator with the Z 2 indices of (0; 111), which exhibits topological surface states on the (001) surface.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nontrivial topological states of matter have been actively pursued in quantum materials due to the associated rich and novel physical properties both in bulk and surface states, such as those found in the intensively studied topological insulators (TIs) [1, 2] , Dirac semimetals (DSMs) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , Weyl semimetals (WSMs) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , and topological nodal-line semimetals [21] [22] [23] [24] , etc. TIs exhibit novel quantum state with metallic edge or surface state within the bulk band gap. The surface state in three-dimensional (3D) TIs is characterized by a linear dispersion of the energy band that could be described by the massless Dirac equation [1, 2] . The unique band structure therefore hosts massless Dirac fermions protected by the time reversal symmetry (TRS). In DSMs and WSMs, two doubly or singly degenerate electronic bands cross each other in the momentum space, thus forming the discrete fourfold Dirac points (DPs) or twofold Weyl points (WPs) and producing exquisite transport properties including high mobility charge carriers [10, 25] , large MR [26, 27] , chiral anomaly [28] [29] [30] ,
anomalous Hall effect [31] [32] [33] , and optical gyrotropy [34] . The nodal-line semimetals are characterized by the four-or twofold band crossing along 1D lines, rings, links, chains, or knots in momentum space [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . They are expected to display unique physical properties such as flat Landau level (LL) [45] , Kondo effect [46] , long-range Coulomb interaction [47] , and peculiar charge polarization and orbital magnetism [48] . These exotic phenomena have inspired fast growing interest in investigating nontrivial topological states in quantum materials.
Transition-metal dipnictides MPn' 2 (M = Ta, and Nb, Pn' = Sb and As) crystallized in the centrosymmetric monoclinic structure (NbAs 2 -type, space group:
C2/m) [49] are known for their extremely large MR (XMR) [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] , where MR is defined
and ρ(0) represent the resistivity with and without magnetic field (B), respectively, which even can reach ~ 10 4 % -10 6 % at B ~ 10 T. The XMR not only offers great potential for use in spintronic devices, but also questions the present theories for MR. To interpret the XMR in MPn' 2 , it seems that a consensuses relied on the isotropic semi-classical model with perfect electron-hole compensation has been reached [57, 58] . This mechanism can give rise to positive quadratic MR, i. e. MR = μ e μ h B 2 where μ e and μ h denote the electron and hole carrier mobility, respectively, which seems plausible in interpreting the observed nonsaturating MR. Furthermore, the angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements on a member of MPn' 2 , NbAs 2 , unveiled two electron pockets and two hole pockets with equal volumes in the Brillouin zone (BZ) [56] , likely providing compelling evidence in supporting the electron-hole compensation picture. The other parallel interpretation is in connection with the peculiar electronic band topology in topological semimetals (TSMs), which is ascribed to a quantum effect near the linearly dispersed low-energy bulk electrons in topologically protected band structure [59, 60] . Without external B, the backscattering of electrons is strongly suppressed by the peculiar band topology, consequently yielding ultrahigh mobility and long transport lifetime. When B is applied, the lift of the topological protection could give rise to linear field-dependent XMR as is usually observed in some DSMs and WSMs, such as Cd 3 As 2 [10] , Na 3 Bi [30] , and MPn [28] [29] [30] , etc. However, the XMR in some nonmagnetic semimetals such as the nodal-line semimetal CaTX (T = Ag, Cd; X= As, Ge) [61] , was suggested to be plausibly explained by evolving both mechanisms simultaneously [26, 62] . In MPn' 2 , the MR exhibits not only positive parabolic-field-dependent MR but also negative MR (n-MR) at low magnetic field and low temperature [54] . The positive MR, for example, in TaAs 2 and NbAs 2 , was experimentally demonstrated to saturate at a sufficient high B not larger than 60 T, likely consistent with the electron-hole compensation picture [53] . However, the saturation behavior needs further examination by measuring to much higher B to confirm the reliability. On top of that, the n-MR in MPn' 2 could be fitted by the Adler-Bell-Jackiw (ABJ) chiral anomaly equation [54] , suggesting that the electron-hole compensation mechanism solely might not account for the complicated behaviors. To achieve a clarification, more experimental evidences are strongly desired. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The TaP . Element analysis on the randomly selected crystals was performed using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The results confirm good stoichiometry and the free from Bi flux of our crystals (not shown herein). Electrical transport measurements were carried out in a commercial Quantum Design 9 T DynaCool PPMS apparatus. The resistivity was measured in a standard four-probe configuration by attaching Pt wire on the crystals using silver paste. The first principles calculations were performed by using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [63] and the projected augmented-wave (PAW) potential is adopted [64, 65] . The exchange-correlation functional introduced by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) within generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is applied in the calculations [66] . The energy cutoff of the plane-wave basis is set as 520 eV and the forces are relaxed less than 0.01 eV/Å. The positions of atoms were allowed to relax while the lattice constants of the unit cells were fixed to the experimental values.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The , as is shown in Fig. 2(c Fig. 2(b) .
Furthermore, the mobility can be also calculated by using the equation .
The results are summarized in Table I .
To gain in-depth insights into the topological nature of the electronic bands, the Landau level (LL) index fan diagram is established aiming to examine the Berry phase of TaP 2 accumulated along the cyclotron orbit. This is due to that nontrivial Berry phase is generally considered to be key evidence for Dirac fermions, which is caused by the pseudo-spin rotation under a magnetic field [24, 28] . In the LK equation, γ (= 1/2-φ B /2π) is the Onsager phase factor and δ represents the Fs dimension-dependent correction to the phase shift, which is 0 for two-dimensional (2D) system and ±1/8 for 3D system for nontrivial Berry phase [10, 24] . The LL index phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2(d) , in which the ΔR xx valley positions (black box) in 1/B were assigned to be integer indices and the ΔR xx peak positions (red circles) were assigned to be half-integer indices. All the points almost fall on a straight line, thus allowing a linear fitting that gives the intercepts of 0.386(4), 0.43(1), and 0.63 (2) corresponding to F α , F β , and F γ , respectively, verifying that all three bands have nonzero Berry phase, as summarized in Table 1 . It should be noted that due to that all three frequencies are very large, the nontrivial Berry phase obtained from the LL index fan diagram might not be very accurate. The ab inito calculations on TaP 2 , however, provide complementary evidences for the nontrivial topological nature.
Further ARPES measurements are in schedule once the optimization of the crystal size will be successful.
The angle-dependent MR of TaP 2 by tilting the direction of B from that perpendicular to the ab-plane with I//b at 2 K is presented in Fig. 3 . Seen in Fig. 3(a that is, θ = 90° -93°, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . It is clear that the magnitude of n-MR at θ = 93 o is much stronger than those of other angles, which may due to that the direction of B is only completely parallel with the electrical current at θ = 93° because of the tilting between sample and sample puck. Moreover, the n-MR is only visible at low magnetic field, emerging at B ~ 1.3 T and vanishing at B larger than 8 T. The angle dependence of n-MR was also observed in other MPn' 2 [68] , indicating a universal behavior. Previous analysis on the n-MR in this family of materials attributed the behavior to the ABJ chiral anomaly. We also repeated the analysis to trace the actual origin for the n-MR in TaP 2 . First, the nonmagnetic nature of TaP 2 indicates that the observed n-MR has no magnetism source. Second, the n-MR display temperature dependence, implying that the current jetting effect associated by inhomogeneous current distribution inside the crystal could also be ruled out. Third, the weak localization effect could not account for the n-MR because R xx (T) exhibits
Fermi-liquid behavior and no any upturn at low temperatures that signifying the effect.
Considering the similarities between TaP 2 and other MPn' 2 , the n-MR of TaP 2 was fitted by using the ABJ chiral anomaly equation which is expressed as [69] , where C w B 2 represents the contribution of the chiral current with a positive value, σ 0 is the zero-field conductivity, is the weak antilocalization contribution with a negative value, and denotes the conventional nonlinear band contribution around E F . Fitting result is presented in Fig. 3 (c We also calculated the Z 2 indices of the crystal and found that the material could be classified as a weak topological insulator (or semimetal) by the indices (0;111).
Due to the bulk-edge correspondence, there will be topological edge state at the surfaces of the materials, which could be detected by the ARPES measurement which will be carried out later on optimized crystals. The surface band structure on the (001) surface of TaP 2 is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The BZ of (001) surface is shown in Fig. 6(a) .
The configuration of surface density of state in the 2D BZ is plotted in Fig. 6(b) for the Fermi energy. The electron pocket at the Z point is projected onto the point of the 2D BZ and the three pockets near the L point are projected onto the boundary of the BZ. It can be easily found that surface bands connect these Fermi pockets, demonstrating the nontrivial topological electronic structure of the material. The topological surface states are further exhibited in the band structure along the path highlighted in Fig. 6 (b) by using dotted line. Furthermore, the band structure of surface electronic state along the dotted line in Fig. 6 (b) was also calculated, which is shown in Fig. 6(c) .
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we successfully grew single crystals of a new transition-metal dipnictides MPn' 2 , TaP 2 . The analysis on the quantum oscillations of the MR indicates the nontrivial band structure. When B is almost parallel to the current, the positive MR shows crossover to n-MR which could be described by the ABJ chiral anomaly, strongly highlighting the nontrivial topological states again. Since the calculations also indicate TaP 2 as a weak topological insulator, similar as other MPn' 2 members, the unusual n-MR behavior appeals further investigations to clarify its true origin, for example, by using ARPES to acquire direct information about the band structure. A recent theoretical work on TaAs 2 predicted hidden type-II WPs in these centrosymmetric nonmagnetic materials when external magnetic field is applied [70] .
The number of WPs depends on the magnitude of Zeeman splitting. It this hypothesis is true, the n-MR in MPn' 2 could be naturally explained as due to the chirality of the WPs. Though the band structure of MPn' 2 is actually very complicated, the discovery of hidden nontrivial topological states would be very valuable in brushing up our knowledge on this family of materials and could pave a way to novel applications of them in devices. 11874264, 51772168, 11574215). 
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